
The Absence of Culture





What if you were raised away from 
humans?



For example …?



Raised by monkeys.



How would you be different?



The way you think



How would the animals affect you?



Could you join human society?



What if you were kept ALONE in the 
dark for a long time?



Imagine you grew up with gorillas



How would you be different?



• Imagine you grew up with gorillas
• How would you be different?



How much of human nature is 
“natural”?



How much is due to culture?



Lots of examples in literature and 
mythology



Tarzan



Tarzan – raised by gorillas



Tarzan – Edgar Rice Burroughs 1912



Tarzan was the son of upper-class 
parents





They die, and the gorillas look after 
him



He is “naturally” noble



Still an English gentleman, somehow



• What do you think of that?
• Complete nonsense?



Greystoke



Rudyard Kipling



Jungle Book – Rudyard Kipling 1865



Mowgli is another wild child



Abandoned as a baby



Raised by wolves



• Why wolves?
• Why do we have a fantasy of being raised by

wolves?



Helped by other animals



Eventually rejoins society



• How easy would that be?
• Live among animals all your life …
• … then decide to join human society!



• Imagine if YOU were raised in the jungle
• By animals
• You would still be YOU
• But what’s that?



Romulus and Remus



Rome: foundation myth



Wild children as special



God protects them from culture



Pure human nature



• Can you believe that?
• If you grow up among animals ….
• … are you more pure?



Real-life examples are more 
complicated



A bit like the Loch Ness Monster?



The Abominable Snowman



Bigfoot



Amala and Kamala



Bengal, India (early 1920s)



• They lived in an orphanage
• The people in the orphanage said…
• … the children had been raised by WOLVES.



Feral children, raised by wolves



It wasn’t true



The girls had mental problems



The people at the orphanage made up 
the wolf story



To make money



• The orphanage needed money …
• … to look after poor children
• We can feel sympathy
• But the story is still nonsense



Victor of Aveyron



NOT just nonsense



Seems he DID spend much of his early 
life in the woods!



In Aveyron, South of France



People had noticed a wild child in the 
forest



Victor was captured in 1797



• But he escaped again
• Went back to living in the forest for another 2 

years!
• Came out of the forest 1800
• It seems likely he lived in the forest for about 

7 years before he was 12!!
• He preferred raw food
• Didn’t like clothes



• Victor died 28 years later
• Probably about 40 years old
• Never learned much language
• His behavior changed a lot
• He became very gentle



But lots of questions remain



Did he have mental problems BEFORE 
living in the woods?



Was he abandoned BECAUSE of 
mental problems?



Did he fail to learn language BECAUSE 
of some previous mental problem?



Why did he make progress
emotionally?



But NOT in language









• What do these REAL stories have in common?
• Incredible suffering and neglect



John Ssebunya



From Uganda



He disappeared from his village when 
he was 2 years old



Lived among vervet monkeys for three 
years!



Vervet monkeys



Good communicators



Different calls for different situations



One call for big cats



A different call for big birds



A different call for snakes



Probably ate the food they threw away



John’s mother was murdered by his 
father



• John was also attacked by his father
• John ran away to live with the monkeys
• Discovered 3 years later
• Walked on all fours
• Very hairy
• Only ate raw food
• Didn’t like clothes



Made fairly good progress in language



Good communication skills



• Fairly good language skills
• Even though he was brain damaged
• Before living with the monkeys
• Good social life after five years old
• Quite good language skills
• Very good social skills



Genie (Los Angeles)



Locked in a room alone until she was 
13



Locked up at least 10 years



Her father decided she had a mental 
problem



Kept her locked up in a room



Tied to a chair most of the time



• She did not learn much language
• Although she did begin to talk
• But she was a strangely good communicator
• Uses sign language
• Even so, there was CLEAR brain damage



When did she become brain damaged?



• Why was it difficult for Genie to learn 
language?

• Was it because she missed language as a 
baby? (Critical Period)

• Or was it because she was brain damaged 
already?

• That’s what her father claimed.





• So we don’t know much for certain
• Is it possible to learn a language if you miss 

language as a baby?
• Is normal social activity necessary for normal 

language development?
• Is normal social activity the most important 

thing?



Was LACK of language the problem?



Or the lack of normal social activity?



Impossible to separate language from 
social activity



The problem with wild children



Scientists fight over them



Fighting to prove theories



• Genie’s mother sued the scientists!
• She said the scientists were cruel!!
• They were testing her too much!!!



• Were the scientists trying to help Genie?
• Or were they trying to prove their theories?



Is it nature?



Or nurture?



Oxana Malaya



• Neglected by her parents
• Surrounded by dogs
• Acted like a dog
• But maybe she had some human contact
• She speaks fluently now



• It’s just not possible …
• … to separate …
• … language input …
• … and social activity



What do these stories REALLY tell us 
about human nature?



People do amazing things to survive



And they DO learn



And remain positive in spite of 
everything



So there are a few questions …

• If we are products of our culture …
• … we still have animal nature.
• Is animal nature the worst part of us?
• Or is it maybe the best part of us?



And what does it mean for 
communication?

• We have human communication …
• … so do we keep our animal communication?
• Or do we lose it?


